The Cabinet
encounter. He must be prepared, that is, for action and
not for investigation* He must have a plan to be criti-
cized, not a direction to be explored.
And this perspective of the first situation relates closely
to the problems of the second.* Every department wortk
its salt has a policy of its own; a body of able men cannot
long have direction of an administrative process without
seeking to define the latitude and longitude of that direc-
tion. It is perfectly proper, also, as the Report of the
Dardanelles Commission emphasizes, that they should feel
entirely free to urge upon the minister the importance
of their views, the dangers and difficulties attendant
upon his taking any views but theirs. But it is at least as
proper, and certainly as important, that he should be
aware that, underlying this sense of direction, there is a
body of premisses, not always conscious, which, when
brought to the light of day, may be incompatible with
the views it is his business* as minister, to impose* In
the British tradition, there is no doubt at all that certain
departments, while fully living up to the spirit of the
Dardanelles Report, have shown remarkable pertinacity
in shaping ministers to suit their own conceptions of
political wisdom. That has been particularly true of the
Foreign Office, the Treasury, and the Defence Minis-
tries, in part because of the special delicacy'of the prob-
lems they handle, and, in part, also, .by reason of the
special complexity of the material with which they deal*
The power, particularly in the last hundred years, of the
British Treasury to impose its own orthodoxies upon
successive Chancellors of the Exchequer is one of the
most remarkable feats in the history of modern adminis-
tration; and it has not been due to the yeakness of
personality in the Chancellors as much as to the energy
andpertinacityof the officials with whom they have dealt

